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Abstract. Mathematical theory of selection is developed within the frameworks of 
general models of inhomogeneous populations with continuous time. Methods that 
allow us to study the distribution dynamics under natural selection and to construct 
explicit solutions of the models are developed. All statistical characteristics of interest, 
such as the mean values of the fitness or any trait can be computed effectively, and the 
results depend in a crucial way on the initial distribution.  
The developed theory provides an effective method for solving selection systems; it 
reduces the initial complex model to a special system of ordinary differential equations 
(the escort system). Applications of the method to the Price equations are given; the 
solutions of some particular inhomogeneous Malthusian, Ricker and logistic-like 
models used but not solved in the literature are derived in explicit form. 
Keywords. Selection system; dynamics of distribution; the Price equation; 
inhomogeneous logistic model; replicator equation.  
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1. Background  
 
The problem of construction of a formal general theory of selection was clearly 
formulated in ([30, 32]). The Haldane principle [12], the Fisher Fundamental theorem 
of natural selection (FTNS) [4], the covariance equation ([23, 34]) and the Price 
equation   [30, 31] were the first outstanding contributions to the future theory. The 
covariance equation and the FTNS are particular cases of the Price equation (see [27]). 
Another general approach to the formal theory of selection, models with inheritance, 
was developed in the 1970s to the 1980s in the works of S. Semenov, V. Okhonin, A. 
Gorban, et al. (see [8] for references). The approach was based on an abstract version of 
the so-called replicator equation [13, 36]. The Haldane principle and the Gause 
competition principle [6] were proven and explored as mathematical assertions within 
the frameworks of the developed formalism. Recently Grafen [10] also derived the 
Price equations and the FTNS in a very general form. Both theories are interesting and 
promising but, perhaps, too abstract for most biological applications. 
In this paper we develop an approach to general selection systems that can be applied 
directly to many mathematical models. We study the evolution of system distributions 
and obtain the main results in the explicit form. We show that knowing the initial 
distribution allows us to predict the system dynamics indefinitely and, in particular, to 
resolve the problem of “dynamical insufficiency” of the Price equations. The developed 
methods are applicable to a wide class of inhomogeneous population models. We show 
that the initial complex model can be reduced to the “escort system” of ODEs for 
auxiliary variables and then solved effectively.   
The paper is organized as follows. The master model for selection systems is 
introduced in s.2. Selection models with self-regulated fitness are explored in s.3, 
which also contains the main mathematical results, Theorem 1 and its Corollary. S.4.1 
contains applications of the theory to the Price equation; the algorithm for solving the 
selection systems and corresponding replicator equations is described in s.4.2; 
evolution of particular distributions of biological interest governed by selection over a 
single or several traits is studied in s.4.3. Explicit solutions of some inhomogeneous 
Malthusian and logistic-like models used in literature are derived in s.5 
 
2. Master model for selection systems 
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Let us consider a general model of inhomogeneous population, in which every 
individual is characterized by a vector-parameter a=),...( 1 naa  that takes values from 
set A . The parameter  specifies an individual's inherited invariant properties and may 
vary from one individual to another, such that the population is non-uniform. Any 
changes of the parameter distribution with time are caused only by variation of the 
population structure. 
a
The set of all individuals with a given value of the vector-parameter a  in the 
population is called a -clone. Let  be the density of the population at the moment 
; informally,  is the number of individuals in the a -clone. Let us denote  
the per capita reproduction rate (Malthusian fitness) of the -clone at the moment t . 
We suppose that the reproduction rate of every -clone does not depend on other 
clones, but can depend on a  and on the “environment” at t  moment, which, in turn, 
may depend on the total population size  and other population characteristics. 
These quantities evolve with time, however, for a given set of initial conditions have 
specific values at each point in time for each value of . The exact form of the 
reproduction rate will be specified in s. 3. 
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If we assume the overlapping generations and smoothness of  in t  for each 
, then the population dynamics can be described by the following master model:  
),( atl
A∈a
),(),(/),( aaa tFtldttdl = ,                                                                                     (2.1) 
∫=
A
dtltN aa),()( ,                                                     
)(/),(),( tNtltP aa =    
where  is the probability density function (pdf) at t  instant. The initial pdf 
 and the initial population size  are assumed to be given. Equations (2.1) 
comprise the formal (after G. Price) selection system with continuous time.  
),( atP
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In what follows any characteristic that is inherent to the individual, is fixed at the very 
beginning of the individual life and does not change with time we refer to as a trait. The 
selection system describes a closed population of individuals each of which is 
characterized by a set of qualitative traits; the values of these traits determine the 
reproduction rate of the individual. It is supposed that the mean values of the traits are 
the only information that is known about the entire population. The dynamics of the 
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joint distribution of these traits depending on the initial distribution and on correlations 
between the traits is the main problem of interest. 
Hereinafter we use the notation . It is known (and can be easily 
proven) that the population size  satisfies the equation  
aaa dPffE
A t
t ∫= )()(][
)(tN
][/ FNEdtdN t=                                                                                                       (2.2) 
and the pdf  solves the replicator equation ),( atP
])[),()(,(/),( FEtFtPdttdP t−= aaa .                                           (2.3)   
The problems (2.1) and (2.2), (2.3) are equivalent.  
Taking into account that any smooth function  can be well approximated by a 
finite sum of the form , we will suppose that the reproduction rate is of 
the form  
),( atF
∑i ii tf )()( aϕ
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)()(),( aa ϕ .                                                                                             (2.4) 
Biologically it means that we consider the individual fitness that depends on a given 
finite set of traits, or “predictors” (see [5, 11, 21], etc.). The function )(aiϕ  in (2.4) 
may describe quantitative contribution of a particular i-th trait to the total fitness and 
then  are corresponding coefficients of multiple regression. In more sophisticated 
models, the functions  describe relative importance of the trait contributions 
depending on the environment, population size, etc.  
)(tf i
)(tf i
The functions  can be known explicitly at any time moment but it is not the case 
for most realistic models, which accounts for self-limitations of the population growth. 
For example, even the simple inhomogeneous logistic model with 
)(tf i
)/1)((),( BNtF t−= aa ϕ  where constant B  is the carrying capacity, does not satisfy 
this condition because the current population size  is unknown a priori. Therefore we 
should investigate a class of models (2.1), (2.4) where  are the functions of the total 
population size and other population characteristics (see s.3), which are not given and 
should be computed at every time moment. We show in this paper that this non-trivial 
problem can be solved effectively. 
tN
if
 
3. Self- regulated selection system 
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Suppose that the individual reproduction rate can depend on some integral 
characteristics of the system; we account for extensive characteristics, which depend on 
the total size of the system (as in most population models) and intensive characteristics, 
which do not depend on the total size but only on the population frequencies (as in most 
genetic models). We consider the intensive characteristics in the form  
][),()()( hEdtPhtH t
A
== ∫ aaa                                                                                  (3.1) 
and the extensive characteristics in the form 
][)(),()()( gEtNdtlgtG t
A
== ∫ aaa ,                                                                         (3.2) 
where  are appropriate weight functions. Both expressions (3.1) and (3.2) are 
known also as “generalized variables” or “regulating functionals”; we will refer to them 
as  “regulators” for brevity.  The total system size N(t) is also a regulator (3.2) at 
 and is of a special importance.  
hg,
1)( ≡ag
Suppose that the fitness of every individual is determined by a given set of traits; 
suppose also that the reproduction rate of every a-clone may depend on the size and 
frequency of other clones only through the regulators. Then we obtain the following 
general version of the master model:  
),(),(/),( aaa tFtldttdl = ,                                                                               (3.3) 
∑∑
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)(),()(),(),( aaa ψϕ ,                                                     
)(/),(),( tNtltP aa =    
where  ,  are the regulators,  are given functions. The initial pdf  and 
the initial population size  are supposed to be given. In model (3.3) with self-
regulated fitness the regulators and hence the reproduction rate  are not given as 
explicit functions of time but should be computed employing the current pdf   at 
each time moment.  
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Let us now formulate the basic theorem for model (3.1)-(3.3). Let  be the 
generating functional  
),;( δλrΦ
∑ ∑∫
= =
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),0())()(exp()(),;( aaaaaδλ ψδϕλ                                         (3.4) 
where ),...( 1 nλλ=λ , ),...( 1 mδδ=δ  and  is a measurable function on A.  )(ar
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Define auxiliary variables as a solution of the escort system of differential equations: 
niqtGtudtdq iiii ,...1,0)0()),(*,(/ === ,                                               (3.5)      
mkstHtvdtds kkkk ,...1,0)0()),(*,(/ ===  
where 
))(),(;1()0()(* ttNtN sqΦ= ,                                                                 (3.6) 
))(),(;()0()(* ttgNtG ii sqΦ= , 
))(),(;1(/))(),(;()(* tttthtH ii sqsq ΦΦ= . 
Let us denote 
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))()()()(exp()( aaa ψϕ .                                                             (3.7) 
The function  is the reproduction coefficient for the time interval [0,t), or t-fitness 
for short (see formula (3.8) below). Notice that . 
)(atK
))(),(;1(][0 ttKE t sqΦ=
The following main theorem reduces model (3.3) to a Cauchy problem for the escort 
system.  
Theorem 1. Let ∞≤<T0  be the maximal value of t  such that Cauchy problem (3.5), 
(3.6) has a unique global solution  at t)}(),({ tt sq ),0 . Then the functions  [ T∈
)(),0(),( aaa tKltl = ,                                                                                                  (3.8) 
))(),(;1()0()( ttNtN sqΦ= ,                                                                                        (3.9) 
))(),(;()0()( ttgNtG ii sqΦ= ,                                                                                    (3.10) 
))(),(;1(/))(),(;()( tttthtH ii sqsq ΦΦ=                                                                      (3.11) 
satisfy system (3.1)-(3. 3) at t∈[0,T). 
Conversely, if  solves system (3.3) at ),( atl ),0[ Tt∈  so that , 
, ,  then Cauchy problem (3.5), 
(3.6) has a global solution at 
∫= A dtltN aa),()(
)(/),()()( tNdtlhtH
A
kk aaa∫= aaa dtlgtG
A
ii ),()()( ∫=
)}(),({ tt sq ),0[ Tt∈  and the functions , , 
, can be written in the form (3.8)-(3.11). 
),( atl )(tN
)(tGi )(tH k
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Appendix. 
Corollary. The current system distribution   
][/)(),0(),( 0 tt KEKPtP aaa = .                                                                              (3.12) 
The last formula is the central result of the theory, which gives the solution of replicator 
equation (2.3). Theorem 1 gives an effective algorithm for investigation of the selection 
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systems (see s.6). It allows us to define and compute the total population size and the 
values of all regulators at any time moment. After that, the reproduction rate  in 
model (3.3) can be considered as a known function of time. In this particular case the 
theory of selection systems is rather simple (see, e.g., [17]) and all its results can now 
be applied to self-regulated model (3.3).  
),( atF
 
4. Dynamics of the system distribution 
 
4.1. The Haldane’ principle and the Price equation  
It is known that any stationary distribution of a system with inheritance, and of system 
(2.1) in particular should be concentrated in the set of points of global maximum of the 
average reproduction rate on the support of initial distribution; this maximal value must 
be equal to 0, otherwise the limit distributions cannot exist. This version of the Haldane 
extreme principle was established in [35, 7, 8]. Similar “selection principle” was proven 
in [28], s.2.1, 2.2 for logistic-like models. The Haldane principle predicts the behavior 
of selection systems “at infinity” if the limit distribution exists and is stable. Note that 
the last condition is not necessarily fulfilled even for the commonly used models; the 
simplest examples are inhomogeneous Malthusian and some logistic models, see s.5.   
On the other end of the time scale, the Price equation describes the instant change of the 
mean value of individual characters for any selection system. Within the framework of 
model (2.1) a character, which may depend on time, can be considered a random 
variable  (formally defined on the probabilistic space  where  is 
a 
),( atz )},(,,{ aA tPA A
σ -algebra of Borel subsets of A ). Then the Price equation ([27, 30-33]) states that  
]/[],[/][ dtdzEzFCovdtzdE t
t
t
t
t
t += .                                                                   (4.1) 
It is well known ([3, 5, 22], etc.) that the Price equation is dynamically insufficient, i.e., 
it cannot be used alone as a propagator of the dynamics of the model forward in time. 
We can write the Price equation in, perhaps, intuitively more clear integral form that 
shows the connection between the reproduction coefficient and the selection differential 
,  which is an important characteristic of selection. ][][ 0
0 zEzEz t
t
t −=∆
Let us define the reproduction coefficient for the time interval ),[ tss +  as  
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)),(exp()( ∫++ = ts
s
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 for model (3.3). Then  
)()( 0 aa
t
t kk =
)()( aa tt Kk =
][][/],[][][ tst
tst
t
tst
tst
t
t
t
st
st zzEkEkzCovzEzE −+=− ++++++ .                                 (4.2) 
 In particular,            
][][/],[][ 000 sssss
s zEkEkzCovzE += .                                                                    (4.3) 
Notice that this version of the Price equation is quite similar to the one for discrete-time 
models, as opposed to the differential version (4.1). Taking into consideration that 
 we can see that the integral relation (4.2) turns to differential Price’ 
equation (4.1) as .  
)(1)( aa sFK stt +≈+
0→s
It is worth emphasizing that there exists only one reason for “dynamical insufficiency” 
of the Price equation: this equation is a mathematical identity. Within the frameworks 
of master model (2.1) the theory developed above helps resolve the problem of 
dynamical insufficiency of the Price equation and its particular cases, the covariance 
equation and the equation of the FTNS. Formula (3.12) allows us to compute the mean 
value of any character in any time moment if the initial pdf is known; in this sense, the 
following proposition gives the “solution” of the Price equation. 
Proposition 1. Given the initial distribution, the solution of the Price equation is given 
by the formulas 
i)  for model (2.1); ][/][][ 00 tttt
t kEkzEzE =
ii)  for self-regulated model (3.3) where the 
auxiliary variables  solve the escort ODE system  (3.5). 
))(),(;1(/))(),(;(][ ttttzzE tt
t sqsq ΦΦ=
)(),( tt sq
 
4.2. How to study selection systems and the dynamics of their distribution? 
 
Not only asymptotic behavior, but also the current dynamics of the population 
distribution during protracted but finite time intervals are of interest and, perhaps, of 
primary importance for applications.  
The developed theory yields an effective algorithm to analyze selection systems, which 
reduces complex self-regulated selection system to the escort system of non-autonomic 
ODEs. Let us summarize the main steps of the algorithm.  
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We study a model of selection system in the form (3.3). In applications, the functions 
)(aiϕ , )(akψ  can be interpreted as traits that characterize an individual;  ui(t,Gi) and 
vk(t,Hk) describe the contribution of the corresponding traits to the individual fitness at  
moment . The following steps should be performed for solving a particular selection 
system: 
t
1) composing generating functional (3.4); 
2) solving escort system of ODE (3.5). 
3)       After that, the solution to the selection system  , the population size  , 
and the values of regulators at t moment are given by formulas (3.7)-(3.11); 
),( atl )(tN
4) the current system distribution is given by formula (3.12), which allows us to 
compute all statistical characteristics of interest for a self-regulated selection system. 
 Generating functional (3.4) is the main tool of the suggested approach; it may 
be difficult to compute it in general case. Remark, that we in fact do not need to know 
this functional for arbitrary function r  but only for the functions , , and 
, , see (4.1) and (4.2). So, instead of generating functional (3.4) we can use 
the moment generating function of the initial joint distribution of the set of random 
variables 
kg mk ,...1=
ih ni ,...1=
},,,{ kkii hg ψϕ ,  
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The general method is simplified in an important case of the reproduction rate 
 with regulators  of the forms ,  
only. In this case we can use the moment generating function of the joint initial 
distribution of the variables 
∑
=
=
n
i
iii StftF
1
)(),(),( aa φ S ),(tN ][ itE φ ][)( itEtN φ
}{ iφ only, , instead of general 
mgf (4.4). The escort system reads  
∑
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0 )][exp()( φλλ
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 niqtStfdtdq iiii ,...1,0)0()),(,(/ ===                                                        (4.5) 
where   (having the form , ) are defined by the formulas )(tSi ),(tN ][ i
tE φ ][)( itEtN φ
 ,                           (4.6) ))(()0()( 0 tMNtN q=
 .           ))((ln][ 0 tME kk
t q∂=φ
Here we denoted kk MM λ∂∂=∂ /)()( 00 λλ  for brevity. This simplified version of the 
algorithm works for many models, see s.5. It is important that the moment generating 
functions are known for most discrete and continuous distributions used in biological 
applications. 
 
4.3. Dynamics of particular distributions 
 
Let us formulate the following assertions that capture the dynamics of the system 
distribution for some probability distributions of biological interest. A selection system, 
whose evolution is governed by selection over a single trait, )(aϕ , is the simplest but 
widely spread and important case. The reproduction rate may depend on regulators 
(3.1), (3.2); for simplicity, suppose that it depends only on extensive regulators like the 
total population size. Then the system is of the form  
),(),(/),( aaa tFtldttdl = ,                                                                                          (4.7) 
)(),(),(),( 1100 aa ϕGtuGtutF += , 
aaa dtlgtG
A
ii ),()()( ∫= . 
The regulating functional for this system 
aaaa dPrr
A
),0())(exp()()exp(),;( 1010 ϕλλλλ ∫=Φ .                                                  (4.8) 
Define the auxiliary variables  by the escort system: )(),( 10 tqtq
.2,1,0)0(
)),;()0(,(/
)),,;()0(,(/
10111
10000
==
Φ=
Φ=
iq
qqgNtudtdq
qqgNtudtdq
i
,                                                        (4.9)      
Proposition 2. 
Consider model  (4.7) and assume that the initial distribution of the trait )(aϕ  is  
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(i) normal with mean 0m  and variance . Then the trait distribution will also be 
normal at any t  with mean  and with the same variance ;  
2
0σ
)(1
2
00 tqmmt σ+= 20σ
(ii) Poisson with mean . Then the trait distribution will also be Poisson at any t  with 
the mean ; 
0m
))(exp( 10 tqmmt =
(iii) Γ -distribution with the coefficients η,,ak ,  i.e.  == )(0 xP ϕ  
)(/))(exp()( 1 kaxxa kk Γ−−− − ηη , where ∞<<−∞> η,0,ak , η≥x ;  is the )(kΓ Γ -
function. 
Define , if such t exists, otherwise ))(:inf(* 1 atqtT == TT =* . Then the trait ϕ  will 
be - distributed at any time moment Γ *Tt <  with coefficients η,),(1 ktqa − k, such 
that , .                                                                                     ))(/(][ 1 tqakE
t −+=ηϕ 212 ))(/( tqakt −=σ
The list of practically implemented distributions can be extended. 
Now let us consider model (4.7) with many traits when 
)(),(),(
1
aa iii
n
i
GtutF ϕ∑
=
= .                                                                                   (4.10) 
The regulating functional for system (4.7), (4.10)   
∑∫
=
=Φ
n
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A
dPrr
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),0())(exp()();( aaaaλ ϕλ  
and the auxiliary variables  solve the escort system: )(tqi
)),;()0(,(/ qiii gNtudtdq Φ=                                                                               (4.11) 
.,...1,0)0( niqi ==                                  
If initially the traits )(aiϕ  are independent (as random variables on probabilistic space 
) then they remain independent indefinitely (as random variables on 
probabilistic space  for any t ) and given the initial mgf their joint mgf 
can be easily computed at any time moment (see [17]). In reality, the evolution of a 
system is governed by simultaneous selection over many traits, whose contributions to 
fitness depend on each other. The evolution of the pdf of the vector 
)},0(,,{ aA PA
)},(,,{ aA tPA
),...( 1 nϕϕ=φ  in the 
general case of correlated traits  },...1,{ nii =ϕ  is of great practical interest. Let us recall 
some definitions (see [20]). 
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A random vector  has a multivariate normal distribution with the mean 
 and covariance matrix 
),...( 1 nXX=X
),...( 1 nmmE == mX ),cov(},{ jiijij XXcc ==C  if its mgf is 
.                                             )2/1exp()][exp()( CλλmλXλλ TTTEM +==
A random vector  has a multivariate polynomial distribution with 
parameters , if  
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A general class of multivariate natural exponential distributions is especially important 
for selection systems and their applications. It includes multivariate polynomial, 
normal, and other distributions as special cases. A random n-dimension 
vector  has multivariate natural exponential distribution (NED) with 
parameters 
),...( 1 nXX=X
),...( 1 nθθ=θ  with respect to the positive measure ν  on nR  if its joint 
density function is of the form  where  is the 
normalization function. The mgf of NED  is 
))(exp()()( θθXXX shf T −= )(θs
))()(exp()][exp()( θλθXλλ ssEM T −+== ν .  
Proposition 3. Let us assume that at the initial time moment the vector ),...( 1 nϕϕ=φ  
has 
i) multivariate normal distribution with the mean vector  and covariance matrix 
. Then the vector  also has the multivariate normal distribution at any 
moment  with the same covariance matrix C  and the mean vector 
 ; 
)0(m
)( ijc=C φ
Tt <
)()(2/1)0()(),(
1
tqccmtmt k
n
k
kiikii ∑
=
++=m
ii)  multivariate polynomial distribution. Then the vector  also has the multivariate 
polynomial distribution at any moment 
φ
Tt <  with parameters  where 
;  
))(),...(;( 1 tptpk n
))(exp(/))(exp()(
1
tqptqptp
n
j
jjiii ∑
=
=
iii) multivariate natural exponential distribution on nR  with respect to the Lesbegue 
measure, with the density function  and the mgf 
. Then the vector  also has the multivariate NED at any 
))(exp()()(0 θθXXX shf
T −=
))()(exp()( θλθλ ssM −+= φ
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moment  with the parameters Tt < )(tqθ + , the density function 
 and the moment generating function )))(())((exp()()( tsthf Tt qθqθXXX +−+=
)))(())((exp()( tstsM t qθqλθλ +−++= . 
Proofs of Propositions 2, 3 are similar to that given in [17] for a less general model. 
Both assertions up to the definition of the auxiliary variables are valid for selection 
systems whose fitness may depend on some intensive regulators. 
 
5. Applications 
 
The simplest selection system is the inhomogeneous Malthusian-like model  
)(),(/),( aaa ϕtldttdl = . The function )(aϕ  itself can be often considered as a 
distributed parameter, and then the model reads ),(/),( xtxldtxtdl = . 
Let  be the mgf of the initial distribution of the parameter . 
Then the solution of the model 
dxxPxλM
A
∫= )()exp()( 0λ x
),0()exp(),( xlxtxtl =  and )()( 0 tMNtN = . The model 
distribution solves the replicator equation ;  its solution is 
.  
])[)((/)( xExxPdtxdP ttt −=
)(/)exp()()( 0 tMxtxPxPt =
Inhomogeneous Malthusian models and their applications to some problems of forest 
ecology and global demography were studied in [14-16]. It was shown that even this 
simplest inhomogeneous model possess a variety of solutions depending on the initial 
distribution, which may have many interesting and even counterintuitive peculiarities. 
Let us demonstrate some of them on the example of inhomogeneous Malthusian-like 
model with limiting factors. 
Example 1.  
Principle of limiting factors, according to Liebig [24], states that at any given moment 
the rate of a process is determined by the factor whose sufficiently small modification 
produces a change of the rate; it is assumed that similar changes in other factors do not 
affect the rate (see [29] for mathematical formulation). The principle of limiting factors 
was actually used in a model of early biological evolution suggested in [39]. Each 
organism was characterized by the vector a where the component ai is the 
thermodynamic probability that protein i is in its native conformation. In order to study 
the connection between molecular evolution and population, the authors suppose that 
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the organism death rate d depends on the stability of its proteins as , 
,  is the birth rate,  is the native state probability of a protein. 
Hence, neglecting possible mutations (accounted for by the authors in their 
simulations), the model can be formalized as the system 
)min1(0 iadd −=
)1/( 00 abd −= b 0a
)))((),(/),( 00 amdtldttdl −= aaa                                                                             (5.1) 
where . In what follows we let ],...min[)( 1 naam =a 10 =d  for simplicity. It was 
supposed in [39] that the values  are independent from each other and have the 
Boltzmann distribution. We can consider  as the i-th realization of a random variable 
with a common pdf . Let  be the cumulative distribution 
function. Then, it is well known that the pdf of  is equal to 
.  Equation (5.1) is a version of the inhomogeneous 
Malthusian equation, which can now be solved explicitly at any given pdf . In 
particular, if 
ia
ia
)(af ∫= a dxxfaG 0 )()(
],...min[ 1 naa
)())(1()( 1 afaGnag n−−=
)(af
ZTaaf /)/exp()( −= ,                                                            (5.2) ∑ −=
a
TaZ )/exp(
is the Boltzmann distribution with , then  0>a
))/exp(/)/exp()))/exp((()())(1()( 11 ∑∑ −−−=−= −
>
−
x
n
ax
n TxTaTxnafaGnag .   
For distribution (5.2) with continuous range of values of , , a ),0( ∞∈a TZ = , 
 and  )/exp()(1 TxxG −=−
)/exp(//)/exp()/)1((exp()( TanTnTTaTnanag −=−−−= .                              (5.3) 
If , then ),0( Ea∈ ))/exp(1( TETZ −−= , 
1)/exp(
1)/)exp(()(1 −
−−=−
TE
TaEaG , and 
1]
)/exp(1
)/)exp((1[
))/exp(1(
)/exp()( −−
−−
−−
−= n
TE
TaE
TET
Tanag .                                                    (5.4) 
Let . For initial distribution (5.3), )][exp()( 00 mEM λλ = nTM /1
1)(0 λλ −= .  Hence, 
)))(exp((),0(),( 0 tamltl −= aaa , 
ntT
taNtN
/1
1)exp()0()( 0 −−= , 
)/1)()(exp(),0(),( ntTtmPtP −= aaa . 
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At the moment  the population „blows up”:  and  tend to infinity 
as . Let us denote 
Tnt /max = )(tN ),( atl
maxtt → }).)(:{,(),( amtPatp == aa Then at maxtt <  
))/(exp()/()/1)(/exp(/),( TntatTnntTatTanTnatp −−=−+−= . 
The probability  tends to 0 for any finite a as . Loosely 
speaking, the total “probability mass” goes to infinity after a finite time interval. So, we 
should conclude that model (5.1), (5.2) which allow arbitrary large values of the 
parameter a  with nonzero probability have no “physical” sense. 
}))(:{,( amtP <aa maxtt →
This problem can be eliminated by taking the initial distribution (5.4), which allows 
only bounded values of the parameter . For pdf (5.4), the integral 
 is finite for any 
a
∫= E dxxgxM
0
0 )()exp()( λλ λ ; although it cannot be expressed in 
quadratures we can obtain much information about the system distribution and its 
dynamics. The current pdf  
)(
)exp()1)/))(exp((/)exp((
)1)/(exp(
),(
0
1
tM
atTaETaE
TET
natp nn
−−−−−=                  
where  is finite for all t . So, the pdf is well defined at any time moment, in 
contrast to the previous case. The total distribution concentrates with time at the point 
, which provides the maximal reproduction rate. Let us emphasize that the pdf 
 does not depend on the native state probability .  
)(0 tM
Ea =
),( atp 0a
Example 1 demonstrates a possibility of the “blowing up” phenomenon, when the total 
population size goes to infinity after a finite time interval. Similar phenomenon was 
discovered earlier in models of global demography [16]. One may suppose that the 
choice of the Malthusian model for population dynamics is to blame for this 
phenomenon and the problem should disappear if the Malthusian model is replaced by 
the logistic model. Surprisingly, it is not the case for inhomogeneous logistic models.  
Let us apply our approach to a wide class of generalized inhomogeneous logistic- type 
models: 
 ,          (5.5) ),(),(/),( aaa tFtldttdl =
)()()()(),( 21 aaa dtfbtftF −=  
where is the birth rate,  is the death rate, and  are functions of the 
regulators  or .  Different versions of equation (5.5) 
)()(1 abtf )()(2 adtf if
][)( hEtH t= ][)()( gEtNtG t=
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were discussed in numerous works. Theorems of existence and uniqueness and 
asymptotic behavior of some equations of the form (5.5) were studied in [1, 2, 7, 8, 28].  
The method described in s. 4.2 allows us to obtain the solution of equation (5.5) at any 
instant within the time interval where the global solution of the escort system exists. 
We will not rewrite the general formulas in terms of equation (5.5); instead, we give the 
solutions of some particular inhomogeneous logistic equations used (but not solved 
explicitly) in the literature. 
Example 2.  
The following example of the system with inheritance was considered in [8]:           
),(),(/),( aaa tFtldttdl = ,                                                                                       
][)()(),()()(),( mEtNbdtlmbtF t
A
−=−= ∫ aaaaaa . 
It can be interpreted as follows. Let  be the specific birth rate of inherited varieties 
a. The death rate is determined by the common factor   where  is 
the individual contribution of variety a  to this death rate. Using the method 
summarized above, we are now able to give an explicit solution of this model. 
Compose the generating functional 
)(ab
∫
A
dtlm aaa ),()( )(am
=Φ ),; 1( 2λλr )]exp([)exp( 102 brE λλ− . Then the 
escort system reads 
,0)0(,1/ 11 == qdtdq  hence ttq =)(1 ; 
0)0()],exp([)exp()0(),;()0(/ 2
0
2212 =−=Φ= qtbmEqNqqmNdtdq . 
This equation can be easily integrated since  is a known function 
of  at given : 
)()]exp([0 tftbmE =
t ),0( aP )]1)(exp([)0(1)()0(1))(exp( 0
0
2 −+=+= ∫ tbbmENdssfNtq
t
.  
The solution to the model  
=−= ))()(exp(),0(),( 2 tqtbltl aaa  
)]}1)(exp([)0(1/{))(exp(),0( 0 −+ tb
b
mENtbl aa .                                                      (5.6)     
Also, )]}1)(exp([)0(1/{)][exp()0()( 00 −+= tb
b
mENtbENtN , and 
)][exp(/))(exp(),0()(/),(),( 0 tbEtbPtNtltP aaaa == . 
Remark, that the current pdf  does not depend on the death rate. We can observe 
now an interesting phenomenon, which is impossible for “homogeneous” logistic 
),( atP
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models. Let us suppose that the birth rate  is )(ab Γ -distributed at the initial moment, 
i.e.  , where  are constants, . == )(0 xbP )(/)exp(1 kxTxT kk Γ−− 0, >Tk 0≥x
Then  kTttbE −−= )/1()][exp(0  for Tt < . So,  as 
 for any ; by words, the frequency of individuals with a finite birth rate 
vanishes as . 
0)/1)(exp(}){,( →−<< kTttxxbtP
Tt → x
Tt →
Example 3. 
There exist a large number of papers devoted to the problem of evolution of altruism. 
We do not discuss here an interesting and important problem how an altruistic trait can 
be selected. Instead, using the developed tools, we give an exact solution of a model 
used in [38]. Consider a population in which each individual possesses a trait x that 
increases the fitness of everyone in the population (including itself) by an amount  
at a personal cost 
mx
cx− . Then the fitness of the individual is  
0],[)(),( >+−= xxEtmNcxxtF t ,                                                                            (5.7) 
which coincides with the fitness of Example 2 up to notation but has the opposite sign. 
It is interesting that model (5.7) exhibits essentially different dynamical behavior. 
Using formula (5.6) we can write the model solution as  
}1)][exp((/)0(1/{)exp(),0(),( 0 −−+−= tcxEcmNtcxxlxtl .                                   (5.8) 
}1)][exp(/)0(1/{)][exp()0()( 00 −−+−= tcxcEmNtcxENtN , and 
)][exp(/)exp(),0(),( 0 tcxEtcxxPxtP −−= . 
As , the model solution exists and is finite indefinitely for any initial distribution 
of the trait. 
0>c
 
Example 4.  
A microbial population in an environment of an antimicrobial agent was studies in [25]; 
the suggested model has (up to notation) the form of inhomogeneous Malthusian 
equation  
NCmKdtdN ))((/ −=                       (5.9) 
where K  is the physiological growth rate,  is the kill rate induced by the 
antimicrobial agent, which has concentration C . A more accurate version with logistic 
growth rate was also discussed:  
)(Cm
NCmBNKNdtdN )()/1(/ −−= .                                                 (5.10) 
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The value of  in comparison to )(Cm K  represents the resistance of microbes to a 
specific antimicrobial agent with concentration . Population resistance is distributed 
over a multitude of values. For the Malthusian version of the model, (5.9), the authors 
derive the equation for the size of an entire population over time and then approximate 
it using the variance and higher-order cumulants of distribution of the kill rate over a 
heterogeneous population.  
C
The theory of inhomogeneous Malthusian and logistic equations developed earlier [14, 
16] allows one to obtain complete solutions of equations (5.9), (5.10). Letting 
 to be the resistance of microbes to the antimicrobial agent at 
concentration , we can consider 
)(CmKR −=
C R  as the parameter distributed over the population. 
The distribution of R  can be easily computed if the distribution of concentration C  is 
known. The inhomogeneous model is of the form ),(/),( RtRldtRtdl =  where  is 
the population density over the resistance 
),( Rtl
R . Let  be the 
mgf of the initial distribution of resistance. Then the population size at moment t   
, and the current pdf of resistance 
dRRPRM
A
),0()exp()(0 λλ ∫=
)()0()( 0 tMNtN = )(/)exp(),0(),( 0 tMtRRPRtP = . 
For example, if we suppose (as in [25]) that the initial distribution of the resistance is 
normal with a mean ,0m   variance , and mgf , then 
the resistance distribution is also normal at any t  with the mean  and 
with the same variance , and  . Remark, that this 
supposition is not realistic as the resistance should be positive. If the initial distribution 
of the resistance is distribution, , with 
mean , variance , and the mgf  
for 
2
0σ )2/exp()( 02020 mM λσλλ +=
tmREt 200][ σ+=
2
0σ )2/exp()0()( 0202 tmtNtN += σ
−Γ )(/))(exp()(),0( 1 ksRRsRP kk Γ−−−= − ηη
skRE /][0 +=η 220 / sk=σ ksM )/1/()exp()(0 λληλ −=
s<λ , then R  is also −Γ distributed at any moment  with mean 
 and  variance , and  
.  The model “blows up” when 
st <
)/(][ tskRE t −+=η 22 )/( tskt −=σ
ksttNtN )/1/()exp()0()( −= η st = , i.e. the population 
size tends to infinity as  and hence the model is unrealistic.  st →
The normal and −Γ distributions are completely characterized by their mean and 
variance; it follows from the examples given above that the fate of the population can 
be dramatically different at the same initial mean and variance of the resistance.  
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More realistically, the actual initial distribution of the resistance should be concentrated 
in a finite interval; we can suppose that the initial distribution is uniform, Beta-
distribution, or truncated exponential in that interval. In all these cases the model can be 
solved explicitly. For example, in the last case )exp(),0( sRVRP −=  where 
,  is the distribution parameter, and constcR =≤≤0 s ))exp(1/( scsV −−=  is the  
normalization constant. Then the current population size N(t)  is defined by the formula  
 and the current distribution of ))exp(1/()))(exp(1()/1)(0()( 1 scstcstNtN −−−−−= −
R  is the truncated exponential distribution with the parameter s-t (see  [16] for details).  
Next, let us consider a more realistic logistic version (5.10) of the model. 
Corresponding inhomogeneous model reads 
))()/)(1()(,(/),( CmBtNKCtldtCtdl −−=                                                           (5.11) 
where  is the microbial subpopulation under the pressure of antimicrobial agent 
with concentration . The reproduction rate depends only on the total population size, 
so in order to solve this equation we only need to know the mgf of the initial 
distribution  (see ss.4.2, 4.3)). Let 
),( Ctl
C
),0( CP
)][exp()exp(),0())(exp(),( 00 mEdCCPCmM
A
δλδλδλ =+= ∫ . Then the escort system 
for auxiliary variables read (see (4.5)):  
,0)0(,1/ =−= sdtds  hence tts −=)( ; 
.0)0()),exp()(1()/)][exp()exp()0(1(/ 0 =−=−−= qqtAKBtmEqNKdtdq     (5.12) 
Here we denote . The function  is known at a given 
initial distribution and hence equation (5.12) can be solved (at least, numerically). 
BtmENtA /)][exp()0()( 0 −= )(tA
The solution to model (5.11) is ))()(exp(),0(),( CtmtqClCtl −= ; the total population 
size ; the distribution of the agent concentration at 
moment t  is .  
)][exp())(exp()0()( 0 tmEtqNtN −=
)][exp(/))(exp(),0(),( 0 tmECtmCPCtP −−=
The model and its solution are simplified if we consider the kill rate  rather then the 
concentration C  as a distributed parameter. In this case the model reads 
m
))/)(1()(,(/),( mBtNKmtldtmtdl −−= .                                       (5.13) 
Let  be the mgf of initial distribution of the kill rate . 
Changing the variable, 
)][exp()( 00 mEM λλ = m
)exp(qz = , we obtain the equation 
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)/)()0(1(/ 0 BtMzNzKdtdz −−= , 1)0( =z . This equation can be solved at the given 
mgf  of the initial distribution.  0M
The solution to model (5.13) is now )exp()(),0(),( tmtzmlmtl −= ; the total population 
size , and the distribution of the kill rate )()()0()( 0 tMtzNtN −=
)(/)exp(),0(),( 0 tMtmmPmtP −−= . 
Example 5. 
Many particular models have the form of the inhomogeneous logistic equation  
))](())(()[(,;(/),;( 21 tNftNftldttdl µβµβµβ −= .                                                (5.14) 
(see, e.g., [2] and references therein). Let us give explicit formulas for the solution of 
this equation. Let  be the mgf of the joint initial 
distribution of 
)][exp(),( 21
0
210 µλβλλλ += EM
β  and µ . The escort system for auxiliary variables reads 
0)0()),,()0((/ 121011 == qqqMNfdtdq ;                                                                (5.15)              
.0)0()),,()0((/ 221022 =−= qqqMNfdtdq  
The solution to equation (5.14) is 
))()(exp(),;0(),;( 21 µβµβµβ tqtqltl += ,                                                            (5.16) 
the total population size is given by  
))(),(()0()( 210 tqtqMNtN =                                    
and the current distribution is given by the formula  
))(),((/))()(exp(),;0(),;( 21021 tqtqMtqtqPtP µβµβµβ += .                           (5.17) 
A particular case of equation (5.14) 
))()(,;(/),;( tNtldttdl µβµβµβ −=                                                                    (5.18) 
was studied in [1] for independent growth and mortality parameters, β  and µ , 
uniformly distributed in the intervals  and  accordingly. The theorem of 
existence and uniqueness was established; it was also proven that the population 
concentrates asymptotically in the parametric point  with the highest growth to 
mortality ratio. Remark that both conditions, the independence of the parameters and 
boundedness of their domains of values are essential for the last statement to be valid. 
For example, if 
],[ 11 ba ],[ 22 ba
],[ 21 ab
µβ c=  then the population does not concentrate in a parametric point 
but stays inhomogeneous indefinitely [16]. The second condition is discussed below.  
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Let us solve equation (5.18). The first equation of the escort system (5.15) reads 
, hence 0)0(,1/ 11 == qdtdq ttq =)(1 . So, the second equation is 
, ),()0(/ 202 qtMNdtdq −= 0)0(2 =q . 
Let the parameters ],[ 11 ba∈β  and ],[ 22 ba∈µ  be independent and uniformly 
distributed at the initial moment, i.e. )))(/((1),;0( 2211 ababP −−=µβ . The mgf of the 
uniform distribution in  is ],[ ba ))(/())exp()(exp()(0 ababM −−= λλλλ , hence 
=+= )][exp(),( 210210 µλβλλλ EM
))(/())exp()))(exp((/())exp()(exp( 22222221111111 abababab −−−− λλλλλλ .  
Then the auxiliary variable solves the equation  
=−= ),()0(/ 202 qtMNdtdq  
))((
))(exp())(exp(
)(
)exp()exp()0(
222
2222
11
11
abtq
atqbtq
abt
tatbN −
−
−
−− . 
The solution of equation (5.18) is then 
))(exp()))(/((1),;( 22211 µβµβ tqtababtl +−−= .                                  
Next,  where  );();(),;( 21 µβµβ tPtPtP =
)][exp()(
)exp();( 0
11
1
β
ββ
tEab
ttP −= , )])([exp()(
))(exp();(
2
0
22
22
µ
µµ
tqEab
tqtP −= . 
It is now easy to see (taking into account that −∞→)(2 tq  as ∞→t ) that );(1 βtP  and 
);(2 µtP  in course of time concentrate at points  and  correspondingly, in 
accordance with [1].  
1b 2a
The following example shows that qualitatively different asymptotical behavior of the 
same equation is possible with another initial distribution. Let the positive parameters 
β, µ be independent again, and the initial distribution of both parameters be exponential, 
, with the mgf  )exp()( iii xssxP −= )/1/(1)( ii sM λλ −= , 2,1=i . Let us put 
, and  for simplicity. Then 1, 21 == sTs 1)0( =N =),( 210 λλM )1)(/1(
1
21 λλ −− T , and 
the auxiliary variable solves the equation  
=−= ),()0(/ 202 qtMNdtdq )1)(/1(
1
2qTt −−
− , 0)0(2 =q ,                       (5.19) 
which can be easily integrated: )/1ln(211)(2 TtTtq −−−=  . 
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Now we can see that the global solution of equation (5.19) exists only at  and 
 as . It means that the solution of the inhomogeneous logistic 
equation (5.18) with exponentially distributed parameters exists only up to the moment 
. The model solution 
Tt <
−∞→)(2 tq Tt →
Tt = ),;( µβtl , the total population size and the parameter 
distributions for Tt <  can be written down with the help of formulas (5.16)-(5.17). In 
particular, })/1ln(21)/1/{()0()( TtTTtNtN −−−= . As , the total population 
size tends to infinity and the population vanishes in any finite interval of values for both 
parameters, 
Tt →
β and µ . Remark, that a similar phenomenon of “population explosion” at 
a certain time moment  is realized for a wide class of ∞<T −Γ distributed parameters.   
Example 6.  
To conclude this section, let us demonstrate how to solve the inhomogeneous version of 
the well-known Ricker equation (see, e.g., [37], s.5.3)): 
)]))(exp()[(,;(/),;( µβµβµβ −−= tcNtldttdl .                                       (5.20) 
Let ),( 210 λλM  be the mgf of the joint initial distribution of β  and µ . Then the escort 
system reads  
0)0(,1/ 22 =−= qdtdq , hence ttq −=)(2 ; 
0)0()),,()0(exp(/ 1101 =−−= qtqMcNdtdq .                                                   (5.21)                                     
Equation (5.21) can be solved at known 0M  and then the solution to (5.20) is equal to 
);)(exp(),;0(),;( 1 µβµβµβ ttqltl −=  the total population size 
 and the system distribution )),(()0()( 10 ttqMNtN −=
)),((/))(exp(),;0(),;( 101 ttqMttqPtP −−= µβµβµβ .     
For example, let the parameters β  and µ  be independent and exponentially distributed 
in [0,∞) with the means s1 and s2 at the initial instant. Then 
, and equation (5.21) for the auxiliary variable reads )))(/((),( 21210 tsqssstqM +−=−
0)0()),)(/(()0(exp(/ 1211211 =+−−= qtsqssscNdtdq .                            
This equation has a stable state 11 sq = . As ∞→t , , the total population size 
tends to infinity and the population density concentrates at the value 
11 )( stq →
0=µ  of the 
parameter µ  and vanishes in any finite interval of values of the parameter β .  
                     
Discussion  
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 Mathematical theory of selection has a long history; R. Fisher, S. Wright, J. Haldane 
were its father-founders. G. Price was the first who tried to find a general formulation 
of selection that could be applied to any (not only biological) problem and to develop a 
formal general theory. He hoped that the concept of selection proposed in his paper 
[32], which was published only in 1995, “will contribute to the future development of 
‘selection theory’ as helpfully as Hartley’s concept of information contributed to 
Shannon’s communication theory. … Many scientists must have felt surprise to find 
that at so late date there had still remained an opportunity to develop so fundamental a 
scientific area. Perhaps a similar opportunity exists today in respect to selection 
theory”.  
The Price equation was an outstanding contribution to the future theory; its particular 
cases are the Fisher fundamental theorem and the covariance equation. The Price 
equation is universally applicable to any selection systems at any instant independently 
from the underlying mathematical model and its specific dynamics (see, e.g., [33], ch.6 
for details) because this equation is a mathematical identity. It is a reason for the 
theoretical universality and practical unavailing (“dynamical insufficiency”) of the 
Price equation.  
The Haldane optimal principle can be considered as one of the first general assertions 
about selection systems; it describes the asymptotical behavior of a population 
composition. This principle was generalized in [35], ch.3 for models with discrete time 
and in [7] (Appendix) for models with continuous time. The authors developed an 
abstract theory of systems with inheritance and applied it to some problems of 
mathematical biology (see, e.g., monograph [9] and the survey [8]). The “resampling 
down” of the initial variety demonstrates the qualitative effects of “natural selection” as 
t→∞. The theory gives a complete description of the support of the limit distributions 
but the dynamics of systems on a finite time interval is out of the scope of this theory. 
Thus, at the present time the mathematical theory of selection has general frameworks 
for mathematical modeling (the systems with inheritance, replication equations, 
selection systems), some fundamental assertions (like the Haldane principle, the Fisher 
fundamental theorem of selection and the Price equations) and many particular models 
of inhomogeneous populations and communities. Most of these models have a form of 
many- or infinite dimensional differential or difference systems of equations. Some 
theorems of existence and uniqueness and asymptotic behavior of solutions to particular 
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classes of such equations were established (see, e.g., [1, 8, 28]), but no general methods 
for solving the models analytically are known, except for numerical investigation.  
In this paper we suggest a general approach to a wide class of self-regulated selection 
systems. The main evolutionary forces in an evolving system are selection, mutation 
and random drift; it should be noticed that our approach explicitly examines only 
selection. The developed theory allows one to reduce the complex inhomogeneous 
models to the “escort systems” of ODEs that, in many cases, can be investigated 
analytically. Notice that even if the analytical solution of the escort system is not 
available, numerical solving the Cauchy problem for a system of ODE is much simpler 
than studying the initial problem numerically. It allows us to compute (in many cases, 
explicitly) the evolution of distributions and all statistical characteristics of interest of 
the initial selection system. Similar approach to discrete-time models was developed in 
[19]. The considered examples show how different the global dynamics of a selection 
system can be depending on the initial distribution even for the same dynamical model.  
We have systematically applied our approach to inhomogeneous Malthusian and 
logistic equations; explicit solutions to different models of these types used in the 
literature were derived. Analytical solutions of the considered models can provide new 
biological insights beyond the computer simulations performed in the original papers. 
We believe that derived explicit solutions may be helpful and necessary in order to be 
able to completely study corresponding models, which belong to different areas of 
mathematical biology; however, that is out of the scope of this paper. Applications to 
forest ecology modeling [15], global demography [16], cancer modeling [18], and 
epidemics in heterogeneous populations [26] were published recently. It is our hope 
that the developed approach has potential for different applications these and others 
areas of science.  
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Appendix  
 
Proof of Theorem 1 
Let  be a solution of  Cauchy problem (3.5)- (3.6); denote for instant  )}(),({ tt sq
∑ ∑
= =
+=
n
i
m
k
kkiit tstqK
1 1
))()()()(exp()(* aaa ψϕ , 
)(*),0(/),(* aaa tKldttl = , 
))(),(;1()0()(* ttNtN sqΦ= , 
))(),(;()0()(* ttgNtG ii sqΦ= ,                                                                     
))(),(;1(/))(),(;()(* tttthtH ii sqsq ΦΦ= ,         
∑∑
==
+=
m
k
kkk
n
i
iii HtvGtutF
11
)()*,()()*,(),(* aaa ψϕ , 
))(),(;1(/)(*),0(*),(* ttKPtP t sqaaa Φ= . 
Then )(*),(*)(*)(*),0(/),(* aaaaaa ttt FtlFKldttdl == . Next, 
)(*))(),(;1()0()(*),0(),(* tNttNdKldtl
A
t
A
=Φ== ∫∫ sqaaaaa ; 
 ; )(*))(),(;()0(),0()(*)(),(*)( tGttgNdlKgdtlg
A
t
A
=Φ== ∫∫ sqaaaaaaa
).(*))(),(;1(/))(),(;(
))(),(;1(/),0()(*)(),(*)(
tHtttth
dttPKhdtPh
A
t
A
=ΦΦ
=Φ= ∫∫
sqsq
asqaaaaaa
 
It means that functions  satisfy system (3.5)-(3.6).  )(*),(*),(*),,(* tHtGtNtl kia
Conversely, let  solve system (3.3) for  . For now, 
define the functions , 
)(),(),(),,( tHtGtNtl kia ),0[ Tt∈
)(*),(* tstq ki mkni ,...1,,...1 ==  by relations: 
∫= t iii dxxGxutq
0
))(,()(* , and ;  then  ∫= t kkk dxxHxvts
0
))(,()(*
)(*)()(*)(),(/),(
11
tdstdqtltdl
m
k
kk
n
i
ii ∑∑
==
+= aaaa ψϕ , and  
))(*)()(*)(exp(),0(),(
11
tdstdqltl
m
k
kk
n
i
ii ∑∑
==
+= aaaa ψϕ  for all ),0[ Tt∈ . 
Hence,   ∫ ∑∑∫ =+==
==A
m
k
kk
n
i
iiA
dtstqldtltN aaaaaa ))(*)()(*)(exp(),0(),()(
11
ψϕ
))(*),(*;1()0( ttN sqΦ ; 
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∫ ∑∑∫ =+==
==A
m
k
kk
n
i
iiA
dltstqgdtlgtG aaaaaaaa ),0())(*)()(*)(exp()(),()()(
11
ψϕ  
))(*),(*;()0( ttgN sqΦ ; 
=== ∫ )(/))(*),(*;()0()(/),()()( tNtthMNtNdtlhtH A sqaaa
))(*),(*;1(/))(*),(*;( tttth sqsq ΦΦ . 
From the definition,  is the solution of Cauchy problem (3.5)- (3.6) for  
. Theorem is proven. 
)}(*),(*{ tt sq
),0[ Tt∈
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